Each king on an n × n chessboard is said to attack its own square and its neighboring squares, i.e., the nine or fewer squares within one move of the king. A set of kings is said to form an irredundant set if each attacks a square attacked by no other king in the set. We prove that the maximum size of an irredundant set of kings is bounded between (n − 1) 2 =3 and n 2 =3, and that the minimum size of a maximal irredundant set of kings is bounded between n 2 =9 and (n + 2)=3 2 , where the latter upper and lower bounds are in fact equal when n ≡ 0 (mod 3). Results are given for related domination and independence problems.
Introduction
Consider a graph G =(V; E). For a vertex u, the closed neighborhood of u, denoted N [u], is the set of vertices at distance 0 or 1 from u. Given a set S ⊆V , the closed neighborhood of S, denoted N [S], is the union of the closed neighborhoods of vertices in S. Given a vertex s ∈S and a vertex v ∈V (where possibly v = s), we say that v is a private neighbor (pn) number of G, denoted IR(G)) is the minimum (maximum) cardinality of a maximal irredundant set in G. Given a set S ⊆V , a vertex is called occupied if it is in S, vacant if it is not in S, dominated if it is in N [S], and S is called a dominating set if N [S]=V . The domination number of G, denoted (G) (upper domination number of G, denoted (G)) is the minimum (maximum) cardinality of a minimal dominating set. Further, we denote the independence number of G by ÿ(G), while the minimum cardinality of a maximal independent set of G is called the independent domination number of G, denoted i(G). These six graph parameters are related by the inequality chain ir(G)6 (G)6i(G)6ÿ(G)6 (G)6IR (G) as ÿrst observed in [2] .
Note that if S is an irredundant set with |S|¡ (G), then N [S] is a proper subset of V . Let R =V − N [S]. The following proposition gives a necessary and su cient condition for the irredundant set S to be maximal irredundant.
Proposition 1 (Cockayne et al. [1] ). An irredundant set S of G is maximal irredun- Let [i; j] denote the set of integers between i and j inclusive. The kings graph K n is the graph whose vertex set consists of the squares of an n ×n chessboard, where two vertices are adjacent if and only if a king can move from one square to the other in a single move according to the rules of chess. More formally, V (K n )={(i; j): i; j ∈[1; n]}, where distinct (i; j) and (i ; j ) are adjacent if and only if |i − i |; |j − j |61. In illustrations of K n the lower left corner square will have coordinates (1; 1). (In the ÿrst part of the paper we will ÿnd it more convenient to label the squares of K n with upper and=or lower case letters of the alphabet.) A square (i; j) is called a corner square (respectively a boundary square) if both (respectively at least one of ) its coordinates are in {1; n}. A border square is a boundary square which is not a corner square.
For surveys concerning combinatorial chessboard problems see [3, 4] , in which many open problems on ir(K n ) and IR(K n ) were listed. In this report we settle several of those problems. Most notably we ÿnd asymptotically good bounds for both these parameters which yield the exact value of ir(K n ) when n ≡0 (mod 3). The construction involved in establishing the lower bound for IR(K n ) can be modiÿed to provide asymptotically good bounds for (K n ). We also prove the Intermediate Value Theorem for maximal independent sets in kings graphs.
Bounds for ir(K n )
Two squares are called side-near if horizontally or vertically adjacent, and cornernear if diagonally adjacent. We use the abbreviation WLOG for "without loss of generality". Let S be a maximal irredundant set in K n . Given a square x in K n , deÿne the set N(x) of nearest squares of S to x to be the ÿrst non-empty set encountered in the following list:
Thus each vertex x is of exactly one of the types (a) -(d), according to which of those sets is the ÿrst non-empty set. Squares of type (d) are precisely those not dominated by S, i.e. the set of destroyers.
Our next order of business is to bound ir(K n ) su ciently well to establish that its order of magnitude is n 2 =9+O(n). Yaglom and Yaglom [5] proved that (
2 , where a corresponding dominating set of that size is simply {(i; j): i; j ∈[1; n]; i; j ≡2 (mod 3)} if n≡0 (mod 3) and {(i; j): i; j ∈[1; n]; i;j≡1 (mod 3)} otherwise. Since in general ir(G)6 (G), we already have the upper bound of the following theorem. Theorem 2. n 2 =9 6ir(K n )6 (n + 2)=3 2 , and consequently ir(K n )=n 2 =9 when n ≡0 (mod 3).
Proof. Let S be a maximal irredundant set of K n . Let each square x of K n collect $2 from N(x), where each square in N(x) contributes an equal share of the $2 collected. To prove the lower bound it su ces to show that each s ∈S spends no more than $18, for then ($18)|S|¿ total amount collected = ($2)(n 2 ), that is, |S|¿n 2 =9. As shown in Fig. 1 , consider K ∈S and its eight neighboring squares A; B; C; D; E; F; G; H , and also the seven other neighboring squares T; U; V; W; X; Y; Z of A; B and H . If K is near the boundary of K n some of these squares may fail to exist, but such cases are easily resolved in the argument which follows, since the objective is to show that K spends at most $18, and K does not need to spend money on non-existing squares. Note that if x is side-near (corner-near, respectively) K, then x is adjacent to at most 3 (5, respectively) squares not in N [K]. Hence there are at most 5 K-destroyers. In what follows, the expression "K pays at most m A + m B + · · · + m H + m K + d" will mean that K spends at most $d combined on K-destroyers, where d610, and that for each i ∈{A; B; : : : ; H; K}, square K spends at most $m i on square i. That is, the order of the summands meaningfully informs the reader of upper bounds on how much K spends on which squares. For example, if C; D ∈S, then it is correct to report that K pays at most 2 + 1 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 10=21, since B collects at most half of its $2 from K and since C, D and E (E being side-near D and corner-near K) cannot collect from K. Case I: Suppose K ∈pn(K). Then there are no K-destroyers (since no vertex in
Thus in the remaining cases we assume that K is dominated by another square in S.
Case II: Suppose there are at most two K-destroyers. Then K spends at most $4 on its K-destroyers. WLOG one of A or B is in S. If A ∈S, then K pays at most 0 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 + 4=18. If B ∈S, then K pays at most 0 + 0 + 0 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 4=16.
Case III: Suppose K has exactly one pn, that square being side-near K; WLOG that square being H . Then the squares A; C; E and G corner-near K are each paid at most $1 by K since they must be dominated by some square in S − {K}. Also, there are at most three K-destroyers, so K spends at most $6 on K-destroyers. Since K is dominated by another square in S, some side-near or corner-near neighbor of K is in S. However, no square in S − {K} dominates H , thus WLOG D or E is in S. If D ∈S, then K pays at most 1 + 2 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 2 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 6=16. If E ∈S, then K pays at most 1 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 6=17.
Case IV: Suppose that none of cases I, II or III is applicable to K. Then K is dominated by another square in S and has at least three K-destroyers. Since there is no set of three or more squares in R, each of which is adjacent to each of two or more neighbors of K, it follows that K has exactly one pn. Since Case III does not apply, this square is corner-near K; WLOG this square is A. The square E corner-near K is paid at most $1 by K since it must be dominated by some square in S − {K}.
Subcase 1: Suppose {D; F}⊆S. Then K pays at most 2 + 2 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 2 + 2 + 10=18.
Subcase 2: Suppose |{D; F}∩S|= 1, WLOG D ∈S and F = ∈S. Some square in S − {K} dominates H but not A, so {T; G}∩S = . Then K is not a nearest square of S to G, so K spends $0 on G. Also, U is dominated and therefore is not a K-destroyer, so at most the four squares V , W , X and Y are K-destroyers. Therefore K pays at most 2 + 2 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 2 + 0 + 2 + 2 + 8=18.
Subcase 3: Suppose {D; F}∩S = . As in Subcase 2, some square in S − {K} dominates H but not A, so again K spends $0 on G, and U is not a K-destroyer. By symmetry, K spends $0 on C, and Y is not a K-destroyer, leaving at most the three squares V , W and X as K-destroyers. Since K is dominated by another square in S, WLOG one of C or E is in S. If C ∈S, then K pays at most 2 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 1 + 2 + 0 + 2 + 2 + 6=17. If E ∈S, then K pays at most 2 + 2 + 1 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 2 + 2 + 6 = 17.
2 − 1 when n ≡4 (mod 6).
Proof. When n≡4 (mod 6), the following set S is a maximal irredundant set with |S|=((n+2)=3) 2 −1, as illustrated in Fig. 2 for n = 16. Let S ={(i; j): i; j ∈[1; n]; i ≡j ≡0 (mod 3)}∪{(1; j): j ∈[2; n]; j≡1 or 2 (mod 6)}∪{(i; 1) : i ∈[2; n]; i≡1 or 2 (mod 6)}. Theorems 2 and 3 exhaust our knowledge of general results for ir(K n ), and answer Problem K.4.1 of [3] , which asked for good bounds for ir(K n ). We leave it as an open problem to decide whether Theorem 3 encompasses all cases of large n for which ir(K n ) is strictly less than the upper bound of Theorem 2. Also, Theorem 2 implies that ir(K n )6ir(K n+1 ) for n≡0; 2 (mod 3) with strict inequality when n ≡0 (mod 3), thereby answering two-thirds of Problem K.2.1 of [3] , which asked whether ir(K n ) was a monotone sequence.
The remainder of this section is devoted to a careful determination of the exact values of ir(K n ) for 16n69, thereby answering Problems K.1.1 and K.3.1 of [3] . An immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is the following:
It is convenient to view K 4 ; K 5 ; K 7 and K 8 as partitioned into various regions as shown in Fig. 3 . In each case the four regions containing the four corner squares are called quadrants, speciÿcally denoted Q 1 ; Q 2 ; Q 3 and Q 4 (corresponding to the usual counterclockwise ordering of the quadrants of the xy-plane), where the choice of K n is ÿxed by context. In some cases there are four regions R 1 ; R 2 ; R 3 and R 4 referred to as rays, in some cases there is a center square or region, and in some cases the individual squares are assigned names by Fig. 3 .
Proof. Fig. 4 (a) shows a maximal irredundant set of K 4 of size three, proving that ir(K 4 )63. Suppose to the contrary that S is a maximal irredundant set of K 4 of size at most two, where WLOG S ∩Q 1 = . The corner square c of Q 1 is in R, and thus is an s-destroyer for some s in another quadrant, say Q s . Since c does not dominate the corner square d of Q s ; d = ∈pn(s), so there exists t ∈S ∩Q s that dominates d. If two squares of an irredundant set dominate a corner square of K n , those two squares are the boundary squares adjacent to the corner square, for otherwise one of them does not have a pn. In this case we have a contradiction, because the quadrant diagonally opposite Q s contains undominated squares, each of which fails to be a destroyer.
Note that (K 4 ) = 4 and thus 4 is the ÿrst value of n for which ir(K n )¡ (K n ).
Proof. By Theorem 2, ir(K 5 )64. Suppose S is a maximal irredundant set of K 5 of size k. In each vacant quadrant (see Fig. 3 (b)) the undominated corner is a destroyer of some s ∈S not in any quadrant. But each non-quadrant square is destroyed by at most one corner square, since no two corner squares dominate the same square (in particular, not the same pn of s). Therefore, if S has l (m, respectively) elements in the four quadrants (not in any quadrant, respectively) and there are v vacant quadrants,
Proof. Fig. 4 (b) shows a maximal irredundant set of K 7 of size eight (also see [3] ), proving that ir(K 7 )68. Suppose to the contrary that S is a maximal irredundant set of K 7 with |S|67, and as shown in Fig. 3 (c) let the squares of K 7 be labeled by letters A through Y and a through x. Let the half-plane H i be the set of squares in ray R i together with the squares in the two neighboring quadrants. Let q i = |Q i ∩S|, r i = |R i ∩S| and h i =|H i ∩S|.
Lemma 7.1. q i ¿1 for each i.
Proof. If (say) q 1 = 0, then G ∈R and has no s ∈S within its range to be an s-destroyer, contradicting Proposition 1.
Lemma 7.2. h i ¿3 for each i.
Proof. Suppose h 1 ¡3. Then by Lemma 7.1, q 1 = q 2 = 1 and
But each of E and L has E as pn, so G ∈R is not a destroyer, a contradiction.
Lemma 7.3. If r 1 =0, then at least one of F; G; M; N; T; U is in S.
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Undominated G must destroy some z ∈S, where z ∈{E; L; S}. If z ∈{E; L}, then E ∈pn(z) and G is not a z-destroyer. Thus G is an S-destroyer and so L = ∈pn(S). But any square in S that dominates L also dominates M , so M = ∈pn(S) and G does not destroy S, a contradiction.
Lemma 7.4. If r 1 =r 4 =0, then S dominates G. In general, if two consecutive rays are vacant, then S dominates the corner square of the quadrant between them, that is, S contains a square in the 2×2 corner of that quadrant.
Proof. Suppose otherwise. By Lemma 7.3 and the pn property of S, |S ∩{E; L}|=|S ∩{T; U }|= 1. Since G ∈R; G destroys z ∈{E; L; S; T; U }. But if z ∈{E; L} (z ∈{T; U }, respectively), then E ∈pn(z) (U ∈pn(z), respectively), and M = ∈pn(S), so G does not destroy z, a contradiction.
Lemma 7.5. It is impossible to have q 1 = q 3 =1; q 2 =2 and r 1 = r 2 =0.
Proof. Suppose otherwise and say Q 1 ∩S = {z}. By Lemma 7.3, z ∈{F; G; M; N; T; U }. Square E cannot wreck z. If D ∈R, then by Proposition 1, E is a wrecker and so E wrecks a square of S in {C; J; Q}. If D is dominated, then {C; J }∩S = . In either case S ∩{C; J; Q} = . Similarly, S ∩{O; P; Q} = . Moreover, S ∩{O; P; C; J; Q} = {Q}, else Q would be wrecked by both E and u, which is impossible. Thus Q 2 ∩S ⊆ {O; P; C; J; Q}, contradicting Lemma 7.4 since the consecutive rays R 1 and R 2 are vacant.
Proof. Suppose otherwise. By Lemma 7.2 this implies WLOG that q 1 =1; q 2 = q 4 =2; q 3 62 and r i =0, i =1; : : : ; 4. By Lemma 7.4 each of G; A; g; a is dominated, leaving us to consider the positions of the two or three remaining squares in S that need not dominate one of the corner squares. As in the proof of Lemma 7.5, S ∩{C; J; Q} = and similarly (by considering whether V is dominated or not) S ∩{o; p; q} = . Thus O does not wreck either of the two squares in S ∩Q 2 , since one has A as pn and the other has K as pn, so either O wrecks one of u, t, s, or else O is not a wrecker, in which case V is dominated, that is, {u; t}∩S = . In either case {u; t; s}∩S = . Similarly, consideration of c instead of O leads to the conclusion that {e; l; s}∩S = , and S ∩{u; t; e; l; s} ={s}, else s would be wrecked by both O and c, which is impossible. Thus Q 3 ∩S ⊆{u; t; e; l; s}, contradicting Lemma 7.4.
Proof. If Y ∈S, then to satisfy Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, r i = 0 for each i and WLOG q 1 = q 3 =1, q i = 2 otherwise, contradicting Lemma 7.5.
We now complete the proof of the theorem. By Lemmas 7.1, 7.2, 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 we see that |S|= 7, where WLOG q 1 =r 4 = q 4 = 1 and q 2 = q 3 = 2. Say S ∩Q i = {z i }, i =1; 4 and S ∩Q i ={z i ; z i }, i =2; 3. By Lemma 7.3, z 1 ∈{F; G; M; N; T; U }, and as in the proof of Lemma 7.5, (say) z 2 ∈{C; J; Q}. Then K ∈pn(z 2 ) and A ∈pn(z 2 ). By symmetry, z 3 ∈{e; l; s} and k ∈pn(z 3 ), while g ∈pn(z 3 ). Therefore V ∈R is not a destroyer, a contradiction. Proof. By Theorem 2, ir(K 8 )69. Suppose to the contrary that S is a maximal irredundant set of K 8 with |S|68. Each of the four quadrants (see Fig. 3(d) Since N ∈pn(r 1 ), C does not wreck r 1 , and since C does not dominate A, it does not wreck s 2 , a contradiction. Thus M is not a wrecker, hence every square in N [M ] is dominated. In particular, S is dominated, so WLOG we again have r 1 = O. As above we deduce that C is a wrecker and obtain the same contradiction.
Thus the closed neighborhood of each quadrant must contain at least one square in S from a neighboring ray. WLOG r i ∈N [Q i+1 ] (arithmetic modulo 4). It follows that the corner square of Q 3 is not dominated. Therefore, the above analysis applies to Q 3 as well and we deduce that s 3 = Z. Now W ∈R but is obviously not a destroyer, a contradiction.
By Lemmas 8.3 and 8.4, each square in S has a pn along the boundary of K 8 , while the squares in the center region are in R but cannot be destroyers, our ÿnal contradiction.
Bounds for IR(K n ) and (K n )
We now present bounds for the upper irredundance number IR(K n ) which determine the order of magnitude of IR(K n ), namely IR(K n )=n 2 =3 + O(n). Yaglom and Yaglom [5] also proved that ÿ(K n )= (n + 1)=2 2 , and it is therefore interesting to note that IR(K n ) (and as shown later, also (K n )) has order of magnitude greater than that of ÿ(K n ).
The following notation will be useful. Let C denote the set of four corner squares of K n and let B denote the set of 4n − 8 border squares. Again, S denotes a maximal irredundant set of K n . Given a square x of K n , deÿne the set L(x) of closest squares of S to x to be the ÿrst non-empty set encountered in the following list:
(e) {x}∩S, (f ) {s ∈S: s is side-near x}∪{s ∈S ∩C: s is corner-near x}, (g) {s ∈S ∩B: s is corner-near x}, (h) {s ∈S: s is corner-near x}, (k) {s ∈S: x is an s-destroyer}.
Thus each square x is of exactly one of the types (e) -(h) or (k).
Theorem 9. IR(K n )6n 2 =3 for n¿6.
Proof. Suppose S is an irredundant set of K n , n¿6, with |S|=IR(K n ). If some corner square c ∈C is dominated by exactly one s ∈S, s being side-near c, then (S − {s}) ∪{c} is also irredundant, so WLOG we may assume that relative to S there is no such corner square c. We prove that |S|6n 2 =3. Let each square x of K n collect $2 from L(x) as follows. If x is of type (f) and is corner-near c ∈S ∩C but not side-near any square in S, and is corner-near exactly one b∈S ∩B, then x collects $1 from each of b and c. If x is of type (f) and |L(x)|= 3, where each square in L(x) is side-near x, then x collects $1 from each of the two non-adjacent squares in L(x) and $0 from the third. If x is of type (f) and |L(x)|= 3, where one square in L(x) is c ∈S ∩ C corner-near x (the other two squares necessarily being side-near x), then x collects $0 from c and $1 from each of the other two. Otherwise, each square in L(x) contributes an equal share of the $2 collected. It su ces to show that on average, each square in S pays at least $6, for then ($6)|S|6total amount collected = ($2)n 2 , so |S|6n 2 =3. For the cases below we suppose that some K ∈S pays less than $4 to squares other than its own, and it su ces to show that (
L} and K; L pay at least $8 combined to squares other than K and L.
Case I. K = ∈B ∪C. If K ∈pn(K), then it pays at least $1 to each of its four side-near neighbors, a contradiction. Since K pays $2 to each of its pn's, |pn(K)|= 1; say pn(K)={P}. Note that N [K]∩N [P] ∩S = {K}. But whether P is side-near or corner-near K, square K pays at least $1 to each of its two side-near neighbors adjacent to P, and also pays $2 to P, a contradiction.
Case II. K ∈C. See Fig. 5(a) for the labeling of the squares of K n within distance two from K. Since K has a pn, {D; E; G}∩S = . If {A; H }⊆S, then {B; F}∩S = (otherwise A; H have no pn's), so K pays $1 to each of D and G and $2 to E, a contradiction. If {A; H }∩S = , then K pays $2 to each of D and G, a contradiction. Therefore WLOG {A; H }∩S = {A}, so B = ∈S (since A has a pn), hence K pays at least $1 to D and E and $2 to G, a contradiction.
Case III: K ∈B, K adjacent to a corner square. See Fig. 5(b) for the labeling of the 12 squares within distance two from K. By our initial assumption, H ∈S. Each of H , K has a pn, so {C; D; E; F; G; I; J }∩S = . Therefore K pays $1 to each of G and L and $2 to J , a contradiction.
Case IV: K ∈B, K not adjacent to a corner square and not side-adjacent to any s ∈S ∩B.
Thus (see Fig. 5 (c)) {J; L}∩S = . Also, F = ∈S and {E; G} * S, otherwise K has no pn. Hence K pays at least $1 to F. Since K pays at least $1 to each of F, J , L, A similar argument involving B and the amount K pays to F shows that B ∈S. We deduce that {B; I; M }⊆S. Since n¿6, M and I are not both corner squares; WLOG M is not a corner square. Then G is of type (g) and since K pays at least $1 to each of F, J , L, it cannot pay $1 or more to G. It follows that C ∈S. To ensure that pn(B) = , {X; A}∩S = . Therefore, if I is not a corner square, then E is of type (g), L(E)={K; I } and K pays $1 to E, while if I is a corner square, then E is of type (f), L(E)={I } and by the agreement in the beginning of the proof, K also pays $1 to E, in both cases a contradiction.
Case V:
If L is adjacent to a corner square c, then by assumption there is another square in S that dominates c, in which case L has no pn. Therefore K, L are adjacent border squares, neither adjacent to a corner square-see Fig. 5(d) . It su ces to show that K and L together pay at least $8 to squares other than themselves, keeping in mind that K is assumed to pay less than $4 to such squares.
To ensure that K and L have pn's, S ∩{C; D; E; F; G; H; I; J; M; N } = . Square K pays $2 to J and at least $1 to E, so A ∈S, else K pays $2 to E, a contradiction. Suppose X = ∈S. Then (similar to the last argument in Case IV) whether I ∈C or not, K pays at least $1 to D, a contradiction. Thus X ∈S, so to ensure A has a pn, {B; Y }∩S = . Thus L pays $2 to each of F and M and at least $1 to G, which ensures that K and L pay a combined total of at least $8, and we are done.
Next, we determine the values of IR(K n ) for n67. Note that Theorem 9 is inapplicable here for n65, and it will transpire that the bound of Theorem 9 is in fact exceeded when n=1; 3; 5. We ÿrst introduce some notation and state some elementary properties.
An r ×s rectangle (or just an r ×s for short) refers to the intersection of any consecutive r rows and s columns or of any consecutive r columns and s rows. An r ×s is called a corner r ×s (respectively border r ×s) if it contains a corner square (respectively boundary square). For positive integers a; b6n=2 we let A ab denote the 2 ×2
When n is even we see that V (K n ) partitions into n 2 =4 disjoint 2×2's. We say that disjoint 2×2's A ab and A cd are adjacent if |a − c|61 and |b − d|61. Let S ab =A ab ∩S and s ab = |S ab |. The proof of the following lemma which we state for future reference is straightforward and omitted.
Lemma 10. Let S be an irredundant set in K n .
1. S contains at most one vertex in any border 2 ×1 whose small side is along the boundary. 2. S contains at most two vertices in any corner 2 ×2. If, say, s 11 =2 then these two vertices in A 11 are (1; 2) and (2; 1) and the two 2×2's A 12 and A 21 side-adjacent to A 11 are vacant.
3. S contains at most three vertices in any corner 2 ×4 (by (1) and (2)). If, say, s 11 + s 12 =3, then s 11 =1 and s 12 =2, where (2; 3) ∈S 12 and one of (1; 4) or (2; 4) is in S 12 . 4. S contains at most two vertices in any 1 ×4 (since otherwise among any three such vertices the middle one would have no pn). 5. S contains at most four vertices in any corner 3 ×4 (by (1) , (3) and (4)). 6. For n even, suppose s ab ¿2. Then since each vertex in S ab has a pn outside A ab , necessarily A ab is adjacent to at least two vacant A cd 's, and if adjacent to exactly two then each of those two A cd 's contains a pn for a vertex of S ab . Suppose to the contrary that S is an irredundant set of K 5 with |S|¿10. We partition K 5 as illustrated in Fig. 3(b) . Neither a ray (by Lemma 10.1) nor the center can contain two squares of S, so WLOG |Q 2 ∩S|¿2; by Lemma 10.2 |Q 2 ∩S|=2. To ensure pn's for these squares, R i ∩S = for i =1; 2, and |Q i ∩S|61 for i =1; 3. It follows that there are at most six elements of S in the quadrants and at most three in the rays and center, a contradiction. Thus IR(K 5 )69.
Suppose to the contrary that S is an irredundant set of K 6 with |S|¿10. Partition K 6 as in . Therefore the average cardinality among the six sets A r ∪B r is exactly (n − 1) 2 =3, and it su ces to show that each A r ∪B r is irredundant. For each (i; j)∈A r ∪ B r , let
and (i; j). The sum of the coordinates for each of those squares yield numbers congruent modulo 6 to r − 4, r − 3, r − 3, r − 2, r − 2, r − 1, r − 1 and r, respectively. Therefore among the neighbors of f(i; j), only (i; j) is in A r and none is in B r , so f(i; j) ∈pn(i; j). Let (i; j) ∈B r , so that f(i; j)=(i + 1; j + 1). Then f(i; j) is adjacent to at most the eight squares (i + 2; j + 2), (i + 2; j + 1), (i + 1; j + 2), (i + 2; j), (i; j + 2), (i + 1; j), (i; j + 1) and (i; j). The sum of the coordinates for each of those squares yield numbers congruent modulo 6 to r +5, r +4, r +4, r +3, r +3, r +2, r +2 and r +1, respectively. Therefore among the neighbors of f(i; j), only (i; j) is in B r and none is in A r , so f(i; j)∈pn(i; j). Thus each square in A r ∪B r has a pn, i.e. A r ∪B r is irredundant.
See Fig. 7 for an illustration of the irredundant set A 2 ∪B 2 in K 12 .
For small values of n, the values of (K n ) are determined by the inequality string ÿ(K n )6 (K n )6IR(K n ), in view of Theorem 11 and the result from [5] that ÿ(K n )= (n + 1)=2 2 .
Corollary 13. (K 2 )=1, (K 3 )= (K 4 )=4, (K 5 )= (K 6 )=9 and (K 7 ) = 16.
The set A n−1 ∪B n−1 nearly dominates K n . In our next theorem we make minor modiÿcations to this set near the boundary of K n to yield a minimal dominating set. Since (K n )6IR(K n ), this will be enough to establish that (K n )=n 2 =3+O(n), thereby solving Problem K.4.2 of [3] .
Theorem 14. For n¿6, (n − 2) 2 =3 + 36 (K n )6n 2 =3.
Proof. Theorem 9 supplies the upper bound. Consider the set A n−1 ∪B n−1 . We modify it as follows. For each a ∈A n−1 , if a =(2; i), then replace a by (1; i − 1), if a =(i; 2), for i¿1, replace it by (n; i + 1), if b∈{(n − 2; i); (i; n − 2)}, 36i6n − 2, delete it, and replace (n − 2; 2) and (2; n − 2) by (n; 2) and (2; n). Add (1; 1) if n ≡1 (mod 6) and (n; n) if n≡4 (mod 6). The resulting set S is a dominating set in K n , but possibly not quite minimal. We change S into a minimal dominating set S by cases, as follows. If n ≡1, 2; 4 or 5 (mod 6), then S =S. If n ≡0 (mod 6), then replace (1; 2), (2; 1), (n − 1; n) and (n; n − 1) by (1; 1), (n − 2; n), (n; n − 2) and (n; n). If n≡3 (mod 6), then replace (1; 2), (2; 1), (n − 1; n) and (n; n − 1) by (1; 1), (1; 3), (3; 1) and (n; n). It is tedious but straightforward to verify that S is a minimal dominating set in K n with |S |= (n − 2) 2 =3 + 3.
See Fig. 8 for illustrations of the minimal dominating sets described in the proof of Theorem 14.
An intermediate value theorem
In this ÿnal section we resolve the intermediate value problem (sometimes called the interpolation problem) for maximal independent sets (a.k.a. independent dominating sets) in kings graphs, thereby answering Problem K.5.3 of [3] . That is, we show that K n has maximal independent sets of arbitrary size between the minimum and maximum cardinalities of such sets. Given n, let a = n + 2=3 and b = n + 1=2 . As shown in [5] , i(K n )=a 2 and ÿ(K n )=b 2 .
